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the answer to the question is only the correct form native speakers use
while all of the prepositions are technically correct they are not
common and conceptually they are wrong no one will use for or of when
talking about a question with an answer the meaning of answer to
something is to be the same as or match something how to use answer to
something in a sentence the more idiomatic usage is an answer to this
question the preposition for could be used alternatively but it is less
common other preposition can be used but are much less common as shown
in ngram and they may convey different meanings when we use answer as a
noun it is often connected to another noun using the preposition to this
is because the answer belongs to a problem or other issue resolving it
for example the answer to a question the answer to a problem the
answer to his prayers the answer to the declaration answer to someone
phrasal verb with answer verb uk ���n s� r us ��n s� to take orders
from obey and explain your actions to someone the great thing about
working for yourself is that you don t have to answer to anyone smart
vocabulary related words and phrases the main difference is that one
suggests an absolute answer something that is the truth or the right
answer and the other suggests an answer in the sense of just a response
an answer this i would interpret more like a response and not necessarily
having a grounding in true or false answer meaning 1 a reaction to a
question letter phone call etc 2 a solution to a problem 3 to say learn
more the answer to the question is the normal grammatical form highly
active question earn 10 reputation not counting the association bonus
in order to answer this question the reputation requirement helps
protect this question from spam and non answer activity the meaning of
answer to someone is to be required to explain one s actions to someone
how to use answer to someone in a sentence the meaning of answer is
something spoken or written in reply to a question how to use answer in
a sentence synonym discussion of answer an answer is a response to a
question problem or need if you don t get enough sleep quitting your late
night tv habit might be the answer explain or justify something to
someone as in if mary doesn t help us finish this project she ll have to
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answer to the boss this expression was at first used mainly for replying
to legal charges c a d 950 noun a spoken or written reply or response
to a question request letter etc he sent an answer to my letter
promptly synonyms riposte a correct response to a question asked to
test one s knowledge an equivalent or approximation the band tried to be
the french answer to the beatles an action serving as a reply or response
find 4 different ways to say answer to along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com an answer is something
that you say when you answer someone without waiting for an answer
he turned and went in through the door i don t quite know what to say
in answer to your question you answer someone s question you still
have not answered my question you can use answer with speech marks
when quoting someone s exact words i m fine thank you she answered you
can use answer that to report what someone says free math problem
solver answers your algebra homework questions with step by step
explanations answer definition 1 a reaction to a question letter phone
call etc 2 a solution to a problem 3 to say learn more learning how to
ask japanese questions will also help you better understand japanese and
improve your speaking and listening skills the keys to mastering these
skills early on are to speak a lot and practice in this article we ll
introduce the ten most useful japanese question answer patterns in this
piece the author offers practical strategies for how to approch this
question along with sample answers to use as a guide post post share
annotate save get pdf buy copies print



answer to for or of the question correct
version explained May 12 2024

the answer to the question is only the correct form native speakers use
while all of the prepositions are technically correct they are not
common and conceptually they are wrong no one will use for or of when
talking about a question with an answer

answer to something definition meaning merriam
webster Apr 11 2024

the meaning of answer to something is to be the same as or match
something how to use answer to something in a sentence

which preposition is right in an answer to for of
on Mar 10 2024

the more idiomatic usage is an answer to this question the preposition
for could be used alternatively but it is less common other preposition
can be used but are much less common as shown in ngram and they may
convey different meanings

understanding how to fit answer and answer to
into Feb 09 2024

when we use answer as a noun it is often connected to another noun
using the preposition to this is because the answer belongs to a problem
or other issue resolving it for example the answer to a question the
answer to a problem the answer to his prayers the answer to the
declaration

someone s answer to someone something
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answer to someone phrasal verb with answer verb uk ���n s� r us ��n
s� to take orders from obey and explain your actions to someone the
great thing about working for yourself is that you don t have to
answer to anyone smart vocabulary related words and phrases

what is the difference between an answer and the
answer Dec 07 2023

the main difference is that one suggests an absolute answer something
that is the truth or the right answer and the other suggests an answer
in the sense of just a response an answer this i would interpret more like a
response and not necessarily having a grounding in true or false

answer definition in the cambridge english
dictionary Nov 06 2023

answer meaning 1 a reaction to a question letter phone call etc 2 a
solution to a problem 3 to say learn more

word choice answer to the question vs answer
for the Oct 05 2023

the answer to the question is the normal grammatical form highly active
question earn 10 reputation not counting the association bonus in order
to answer this question the reputation requirement helps protect this
question from spam and non answer activity

answer to definition meaning merriam webster Sep
04 2023

the meaning of answer to someone is to be required to explain one s
actions to someone how to use answer to someone in a sentence



answer definition meaning merriam webster Aug
03 2023

the meaning of answer is something spoken or written in reply to a
question how to use answer in a sentence synonym discussion of answer

answer definition meaning synonyms vocabulary
com Jul 02 2023

an answer is a response to a question problem or need if you don t get
enough sleep quitting your late night tv habit might be the answer

answer to definition meaning dictionary com Jun
01 2023

explain or justify something to someone as in if mary doesn t help us finish
this project she ll have to answer to the boss this expression was at
first used mainly for replying to legal charges c a d 950

answer definition meaning dictionary com Apr 30
2023

noun a spoken or written reply or response to a question request letter
etc he sent an answer to my letter promptly synonyms riposte a correct
response to a question asked to test one s knowledge an equivalent or
approximation the band tried to be the french answer to the beatles an
action serving as a reply or response

4 synonyms antonyms for answer to thesaurus
com Mar 30 2023

find 4 different ways to say answer to along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com



answer definition and meaning collins english
dictionary Feb 26 2023

an answer is something that you say when you answer someone without
waiting for an answer he turned and went in through the door i don t
quite know what to say in answer to your question

answer meaning of answer in longman dictionary
of Jan 28 2023

you answer someone s question you still have not answered my question
you can use answer with speech marks when quoting someone s exact
words i m fine thank you she answered you can use answer that to
report what someone says

mathway algebra problem solver Dec 27 2022

free math problem solver answers your algebra homework questions
with step by step explanations

answer english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov
25 2022

answer definition 1 a reaction to a question letter phone call etc 2 a
solution to a problem 3 to say learn more

common questions in japanese how to answer
them Oct 25 2022

learning how to ask japanese questions will also help you better
understand japanese and improve your speaking and listening skills the
keys to mastering these skills early on are to speak a lot and practice in
this article we ll introduce the ten most useful japanese question
answer patterns



how to answer what are your salary
expectations Sep 23 2022

in this piece the author offers practical strategies for how to approch
this question along with sample answers to use as a guide post post
share annotate save get pdf buy copies print
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